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Abstract

Since there is a wide range of applications requiring image color di�erence (CD)

assessment (e.g. color quantization, color mapping), a number of CD measures

for images have been proposed. However, the performance evaluation of such

measures often su�ers from the following major aws: (1) test images contain

primarily spatial- (e.g. blur) rather than color-speci�c distortions ( e.g. quan-

tization noise), (2) there are too few test images (lack of variability in color

content), and (3) test images are not publicly available (di�cult to re produce

and compare). Accordingly, the performance of CD measures reported in the

state-of-the-art is ambiguous and therefore inconclusive to be used for any spe-

ci�c color-related application.

In this work, we review a total of twenty four state-of-the-art CD measures.

Then, based on the �ndings of our review, we propose a novel method to com-

pute CDs in natural scene color images. We have tested our measure as well

as the state-of-the-art measures on three color related distortions from a pub-

licly available database (mean shift, change in color saturation and quantization

noise). Our experimental results show that the correlation between the subjec-

tive scores and the proposed measure exceeds 85% which is betterthan the other

twenty four CD measures tested in this work (for illustration the best perform-

ing state-of-the-art CD measures achieve correlations with humans lower than
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80%).
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, �delity assessment of images in terms of color or simply assessment

of color di�erences (CDs) in images has become an active area in the research

of color science and imaging technology due to its wide range of applications

such as color correction [1, 2], color quantization [3], color mapping [4], color5

image similarity and retrieval [5]. For instance, in multiview imaging, color

correction is used to eliminate color inconsistencies between views. In that

application, the �delity assessment of color corrected images relative to the

current view image can be used to select the color correction algorithm that

produces the smallest perceived color di�erences. In color mappingand color10

quantization algorithms, pixel colors are replaced following certain criteria while

they ensure a good correspondence in terms of perceived color between the

original image and its reproduction. There, CD assessment can be used to

�nd the appropriate quantization step size and/or range of displayable colors

to obtain the reproduction with the minimum perceived CD. Another example15

is color image similarity and retrieval where all images with color composition

similar to the query image are retrieved from a database. Thus, theassessment

of CDs between images is very important to identify the images with color

content similar to that of the query image.

While many CD measures for natural scene color images have been pro-20

posed, there has not yet been any rigorous investigation into the performance

comparison of the existing measures [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The CD measures in the

state-of-the-art are often tested on databases which: (1) contain multiple dis-

tortions in combination with the color-related distortions, (2) includ e few test

image samples, and/or (3) are not publicly available but rather kept private.25

Additionally, the performance of the CD measures is often reported as average

performance over all images of a given database. Overall, to the best of our
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knowledge, there is little research addressing the problem of reviewing and es-

pecially testing CD measures and the existing reports are very limitedin test

samples and/or CD measures. Also, the majority of studies in the state-of-the-30

art are devoted to evaluating and comparing measures of image quality and not

measures of image CD. For instance, in [11], 60 image quality measures(of which

28 based on gray scale image data) were tested on a publicly available database

of images. It is important to note that for that dataset the human scores are

related to the overall image quality rather than to the overall image di�erences.35

Another important aspect of any benchmark image quality database is the type

of the image distortions. The database from Ref [11] includes mostlyspatial

image distortions, e.g., compression artifacts, noise and blur. In this work, we

focus on the CD measures; for the readers interested in image quality measures

we recommend the references [12, 13, 14, 11, 15, 16].40

In order to address the limitations of the current literature, we take into

account various types of CD measures and test those using a publicimage

database which addresses speci�cally color related image alterations. Speci�-

cally, our analysis includes 25 source images which leads to more generalizable

results compared to the 6 or 8 source images presented in the other related45

works [17, 7, 18, 19]. The works presented in the Ref [20] and more recently in

Ref [21] used more reference images (respectively, 97 and 25) to evaluate color

gamut mapping algorithms, yet they considered more image quality measures

than dedicated measures of CD. Firstly, we conduct a brief review incolor sci-

ence for evaluating CDs. Thereafter, we evaluate the twenty four state-of-the-art50

CD measures and discuss their performances as well as investigatethe speci�c

cases where the CD measures fail in order to objectively assess the strengths and

weaknesses of the tested measures. We made these measures freely available as

a plugin on the iFAS [22] software tool.

Additionally, we propose a novel method to compute color di�erences in55

natural scene color images based on the �ndings of the review. We base our

measure on the fact that humans assess color di�erences in natural scene color

images by comparing sets of connected pixels or small patches. Those patches
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are typically characterized for being homogeneous or for possessing an unique

texture pattern. Therefore, we use image segmentation based on texture to60

compute the color di�erences in the resulting segments. Particularly, we use the

Local Binary Patterns as texture descriptor because of its simplicity while being

one of the most accurate texture analysis algorithms [23]. To compute the color

di�erences we use the statistics proposed in [24] because they aregood measures

of the change in the color distribution spread and severe color di�erences. For65

computing the intensity di�erences, we use the well known structural similarity

index measure (SSIM) [25]. Finally, the overall color di�erence is computed as

the weighted average of the local di�erences using as weights the ratio between

the number of pixels in the patch and the total number of pixels in the image.

We have tested our measure as well as the state-of-the-art measures on three70

color related distortions (mean shift, change in color saturation and quantization

noise) from one image quality assessment database (TID2013 [26]).We found

that the proposed measure is able to accurately predict the color di�erences

typically perceived and reported by a human observer. Particularly, our exper-

imental results show that the correlation between the subjectivescores and the75

proposed measure exceeds 85% which is better than the other twenty four CD

measures tested in this work (for illustration the best performing state-of-the-art

CD measures achieve correlation with humans lower than 80%).

This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, current approachesdealing

with CD assessment in natural scene color images are discussed. The novel80

methodology is described in Section 3. Thereafter, in Section 4, we present

and discuss the results obtained in our experimental study. Finally,we draw

conclusions in Section 5.

2. Background

The Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) de�nes color as: \attribute85

of visual perception consisting of any combination of chromatic and achromatic

content." The de�nition implies that color is an attribute of visual perception,
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i.e., the study of color is mostly about perception (color appearance) [27]. The

study of color appearance seeks to describe the perceptual aspects of human

color vision. For instance, the most successful color appearancemodel (CAM)90

according to the reports from Refs [28, 29] is the CIELAB. Therefore, most

of the CD formulas compute a certain distance measure in the CIELAB color

space [30], that is, the color components are expressed in the CIELAB color

space at the point of the computation of the speci�c distance formula, e.g.,

Mahalanobis, CIEDE2000, among others. Next to the CIELAB, also other95

CAMs have been proposed in the state-of-the-art such as YCB CR [31], HSI [32],

`�� [33], CIELUV [34], OSA-UCS [35]. Further information about CAMs can

be found in [30, 27, 36, 29].

We have explored twenty four color di�erence measures plus SSIM listed in

Table 1. The ID is the identi�er used in this work for referring to a speci�c100

CD measure. Color space is the color space or appearance model used for

computing the CDs. Note that, we only consider here the color space where

the actual color di�erences are computed. SP (Spatial processing) is whether

or not neighboring pixels are taken into account in computing the CD measure.

Overall CD describes the technique for computing the overall CD measure using105

the obtained di�erences.

Overall, we have found eight extensions of the CIEDE2000, four based on

statistics of color components, three extensions of the SSIM, one based on dis-

crete cosine transform, three based on weighted average and �ve based on other

color appearance models. The explored measures use 8 CAMs: CIELAB (used110

by 11 out of 24 measures), 2-component opponent color space (OCC) (1), OSA-

UCS (2), `�� (1), YIQ (1), YC B CR (2), HSI (1), IPT (2), LMN (1), gray scale

(1) and RGB (1). For more information about these CAMs, the reader is re-

ferred to the original publications listed in Table 1. Note that the CIE LAB

appearance model is the most popular CAM for computing CDs in natural115

1PSIM numerical values were obtained from the web page of its a uthors https://sites.

google.com/site/guke198701/publications
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Table 1: State-of-the-art summary studied in this work.
Measure name ID Color space SP Overall CD

CIEDE2000 formula [37] CD00 CIELAB [34] No Average of pixel-wise CDs

Spatial-CIELAB [38] CD01 CIELAB [34] Yes Average of pixel-wise CDs

Mahalanobis distance [39] CD02 CIELAB [34] No Average of pixel-wise CDs

Colorfulness [40] CD03 OCC [6] No Di�erence in global descrip-

tive statistics

Colour image �delity metric [41] CD04 `�� [33] Yes Average of SSIM values

Chroma spread and extreme

[24]

CD05 YC B CR [31] Yes Average di�erences between

block-based color features

Histogram intersection [42] CD06 CIELAB [34] No Color histogram intersection

Weighted CIELAB [43] CD07 CIELAB [34] Yes Weighted average of pixel-

wise CDs

Image appearance metric [44] CD08 IPT [44] Yes Average of pixel-wise CDs

Just noticeable CD measure [45] CD09 CIELAB [34] Yes Weighted Average of pixel-

wise CDs

Chrominance component CD

[46]

CD10 HSI [32] No Di�erence in global descrip-

tive statistics

Adaptive image di�erence [8] CD11 RGB [30] Yes Average of block based CDs

Spatial hue angle metric [47, 48] CD12 CIELAB [34] Yes Weighted average of pixel-

wise CDs

Color image di�erence [49] CD13 CIELAB [34] Yes Average of pixel-wise CDs

Circular processing CD [10] CD14 CIELAB [34] Yes Average of local CDs

OSA-UCS [35] CD15 OSA-UCS [50] No Average of pixel-wise CDs

Spatial-OSA-UCS [51] CD16 OSA-UCS [50] Yes Average of pixel-wise CDs

Spatial colour metric [52] CD17 CIELAB [34] Yes Average of block based CDs

Proposed measure CD18 YC B CR [31] Yes Weighted average of patch

based CDs

SSIMipt [53] CD19 IPT [44] Yes Average of SSIM values

colorPSNRHMA [54] CD20 YC B CR [31] Yes Average di�erence of DCT

coe�cients

VSI [55] CD21 LMN [56] Yes Weighted average of color

di�erences

SSIM [25] CD22 Gray scale Yes Average of local statistics

PSIM 1 [16] CD23 YIQ [57] Yes Average of color di�erences

CIEDE76 formula [34] CD24 CIELAB [34] No Average of pixel-wise CDs

scene color images. 7 out of 24 measures do not consider any spatial processing.

Finally, irrespective of whether the measure has spatial processing or not, the

overall di�erence in 15 out of the 24 CD measures is computed as theaverage

of the pixel-wise di�erences.
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Traditionally, computing CDs in images has been accomplished by using a120

CD formula on a pixel-by-pixel basis (some algorithms consider image �ltering to

simulate the blur property of human eyes) and then examining statistics such as

mean, median or maximum. However, subjective evaluation of perceived color

di�erences has shown that, when observing a color image, the observer makes

the color sensation from a number of pixels and not a single pixel color[58].125

Also, the studies in color enhancement have shown that the perceived color

by a human depends on the amount of spatial variation and texture in the

scene [59, 60]. That is, two image patches can be perceived by a human as

the same color only under the same spatial distribution of pixel colorvalues.

Additionally, the experiments carried out in [17, 58, 61] comparing color image130

di�erences showed that the observers tend to focus on certain areas of an image,

usually, homogeneous areas or areas with the same texture pattern, and give

their judgments mainly based on the color di�erence of those areas.

These �ndings show that the pixel-wise CDs (even after consideringimage

�ltering to simulate the blur property of human eyes) between two im ages do135

not represent the CD sensation perceived by a human observer and human ob-

servers judge CD in natural scene color images based on the comparison of image

patches with similar texture pattern. For instance, the weighted CIELAB [43]

is based on the fact that the CDs in larger areas with the same color should be

weighted higher compared to those in smaller areas because human eyes tend140

to be more tolerant towards CDs in smaller areas. Moreover, our methodology

agrees with other visual attention models based on saliency maps used in image

quality measures such as those presented in [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68], where

larger homogeneous areas have more inuence on the overall quality than highly

textured small areas. Note that the tested state-of-the-artCD measures do not145

consider the texture of the image in the CD computation.
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Figure 1: Texture primitives detected by the uLBP. Black poi nts correspond to the binary

value 0 while white points to 1.

3. Proposed method

In search for an adequate solution of the problem of computing color di�erences

in natural scene color images, we propose a measure based on the fact that

humans assess the di�erences in image color by comparing small imagepatches150

of similar texture. Therefore, we �rst look for an appropriate met hod to divide

the image in patches with unique texture patterns to later computethe CDs on

the obtained patches.

One common way of dividing an image into unique texture patterns is by

using the well-known texture descriptors: the Local Binary Patterns (LBP).155

This method computes relative intensity relations between the pixelsin a small

neighborhood. See [23] for details about this texture analysis technique. In

particular, experimental results over all possible LBP patterns have shown that

the subset called \uniform" LBP (uLBP), introduced in [69], covers 90% of all

patterns in natural scene images [69, 70]. A LBP pattern is called uniform if160

the pattern contains at most two 0� 1 or 1� 0 transitions. Figure 1 shows the

texture primitives detected by the uLBP. The black points correspond to the

binary value 0 and the white points to 1. Note that any other textur e primitive

can be obtained by rotating or complementing the binary primitives shown in

Figure 1.165

Figure 2 shows examples of texture primitives computed using the uLBP.
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Homogeneous textured patch

Figure 2: Example of texture primitives detected using uLBP . (top) sample image, (middle)

uLBP primitives, (bottom) homogeneous patches for the �rst (top left corner) texture primi-

tive from Figure 1. The encircled patches are examples of wha t we call homogeneous textured

patches, i.e., a connected set of pixels with unique texture pattern.

In the top we show the sample images while in the middle their corresponding

uLBP primitives. In the bottom we show all the textured patches equal to the

�rst texture primitive from Figure 1. The encircled patches in Figure 2 are

examples of what we call homogeneous textured patch, a set of connected pixels170

with an unique uLBP texture pattern.

After dividing the image into a set of unique texture patches using the uLBP

descriptors, we are ready to perform the color comparison independently in each

homogeneous textured patch. In this case, we can use one of theimage CD in-

dices explored in Section 2. Particularly, the statistics used in chroma spread175

and chroma extreme CD indices proposed by Pinson and Wolf [24] haveshown

to be good measures of the change of spread in the color distribution and severe

color di�erences, respectively. Accordingly, we propose to measure the CDs in

the resulting homogeneous textured patches using the linear combination of the

chroma spread and chroma extreme indices because they capturecolor distribu-180

tion parameters relevant to the humans [24]. For computing the di�erences in

the intensity channel, we use the well-known structural similarity index measure
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the proposed image CD measure.

(SSIM) [25].

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed methodology for com-

puting color di�erences in natural scene color images. The computation of the185

proposed CD measure is summarized as follows.

1. The Reference and Test images are compared using the Euclideandistance

of their corresponding CB and CR color components as well as using the

SSIM between intensity components (Y).

2. The uLBP is computed from the reference image to obtain the setof190

homogeneous textured patches (uLBP segmentation in Figure 3).

3. In the Local dSSIM, chroma extreme and spreadblock, we compute for

each homogeneous textured patch the chroma spread as the standard devi-

ation of the resulting di�erences and the chroma extreme as the average of

the worst 1% and subtract from it the 99% level [24]. Both indices arecom-195

bined as the chroma spread-extreme index Chi = 0 :0192Chs + 0 :0076Che;

for the i th homogeneous textured patch [24]. The linear combination was
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obtained empirically by Pinson and Wolf using training samples from the

VQEG FR-TV Phase II database [24]. Similarly, we compute for each

homogeneous textured patch the average value of the SSIM after being200

transformed to dissimilarity, i.e., Ds i = 1� SSIM i
2 ; where SSIMi is the av-

erage SSIM of thei th homogeneous textured patch. That is, we compute

the local average for each homogeneous textured patch using the obtained

dSSIM.

4. The number of pixels in each homogeneous textured patch is count to205

be used as weights for the spatial pooling. The weights are computed as

follows wi = n i
NM whereni is the number of pixels in the i th homogeneous

textured patch, N and M are the number of rows and columns of the

image, respectively. This assumption agrees with the well-known fact that

human eyes tend to be more tolerant towards color di�erence of smaller210

image areas [17].

5. The global image color di�erence is computed as the weighted average of

the resulting color di�erences per patch as

wCh =
KX

i =1

wi Chi ;

wDs =
KX

i =1

wi Dsi ;

where Chi , Dsi and wi are the chroma spread-extreme index, the aver-

age dissimilarity index and the weight of the i th homogeneous textured

patch for K patches, respectively. Note that the number of homogeneous

textured patches (K ) depends on the image content at hand. For illustra-215

tion, we have found (from left to right) 4458, 2788, 3658, 3828 and 3652

homogeneous textured patches in the images from Figure 2.

Finally, the proposed global CD (ID: CD18) is computed as the weighted average

of the two di�erences as follows

wCD = � wCh + � wDs; (1)
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Figure 4: Performance of the proposed CD measure appraised o n the test data of TID2013

database in function of the parameters � and � . Performance is given in terms of the PCC,

the SROCC and CCD between the resulting CD measure and the cor responding subjective

scores.

where � and � are weights that can be adjusted according to the application.

In this case, since we are interested in evaluating color di�erences we give more

importance to the color component, i.e., empirically we select the following220

weights: � = 0 :7 and � = 0 :3.

Figure 4 shows the correlation between the humans scores in the test data of

TID2013 database (see Section 4.2) and the proposed methodology in function

of the parameters� and � . The highest correlation is achieved around the re-

gion of the selected parameter values (� = 0 :7 and � = 0 :3). Also note that the225

performance decreases when a higher weight is assigned to the di�erences com-

puted in the intensity component of the image. Additionally, this experiment

shows that it is possible to further investigate and tune � and � for di�erent

applications according to the importance of the di�erences in the individual

color components.230

4. Results and Discussion

In this Section we describe the used test images and the performance compari-

son with the state-of-the-art measures. The performance comparison is made in

terms of correlation indices computed between the CD measures and the sub-
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jective scores, which are considered as ground truth. The value of 1 indicates235

high correlation and 0 is no correlation between the tested CD measure and the

subjective scores.

The following parameters corresponding to the standard viewing conditions

are used in our experiments. The level of ambient illumination is set to low

according to the ITU recommendations (4 lux) [71]. The chromaticity of the240

white displayed on the color monitor was D65 and luminance level of themonitor

was around 80 cd/m2. All settings are suited for sRGB color space. In this work,

we have assumed that the distance to the monitor was set to 75 cm [49]. All

methods using SSIM measure (including the proposed methodology)are set to

the standard parameters [25].245

4.1. Evaluation method

We evaluate the CD measures by means of Pearson Coe�cient of Correlation

(PCC) [72], the Spearman's Rank Order Correlation Coe�cient (SROCC) [73]

and the Coe�cient of Correlation of Distances (CCD) [74] between the subjec-

tive/human scores included with the dataset and the values given bythe tested250

CD measures. In these measures, PCC and CCD measure the accuracy or the

ability to predict the subjective �delity scores with low error using line ar models

and non-linear models, respectively. SROCC measures the monotonicity or the

degree to which predictions of the model agree with the magnitudesof subjective

quality scores.255

Since the PCC, the SROCC and the CCD values obtained in this work leadto

analogous conclusions, we only describe our results in terms of the CCD but the

analysis applies for all (PCC and SROCC) unless we indicate the opposite. We

use the rule of the thumb for interpreting the size of a correlation coe�cient [75],

i.e., we use the following descriptive scale:260
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Size of Correlation Interpretation

0.90 to 1.00 Very strong correlation

0.70 to 0.90 Strong correlation

0.50 to 0.70 Moderate correlation

0.30 to 0.50 Weak correlation

0.00 to 0.30 Very weak correlation

4.2. Test data

In order to carry out a meaningful performance analysis of a CD measure, the

test images need to ful�ll the minimal requirements: (1) the distort ions present

in the images are primarily a�ect color and not spatial properties of the images,265

and (2) the corresponding subjective quality scores are collectedin the scenario

which ensures that the human subject is evaluating the di�erence between two

or more images (typically a test image and its corresponding reference image).

The main reason for viewing and judging images in pairs is in the fact that

the perceived CD highly depends on the appearance of the reference image.270

Moreover, we have chosen to work with the databases that are publicly available

in order to ensure easy and simple data discovery for the readers who may be

interested in replicating our experiments and/or comparing or results with other

methods.

In this work the test data was selected to include the types of coloral-275

terations relevant for the most common applications considering CDs: color

correction [1, 2], color quantization [3], color mapping [4], color image similarity

and retrieval [5]. The output images in such tasks are typically a�ected by color

modi�cations such as quantization noise, intensity shift, contrast change, change

in color saturation and change in color balance [30, 76, 77, 1]. The considered280

dataset was obtained from one publicly available image quality database named

TID2013 described in the following paragraphs (see [26] for details about this

database).

TID2013 provides subjective scores, in terms of Mean Opinion Score (MOS),

for comparing the performance between �delity measures. The TID2013 con-285

tains 25 source images and 3000 distorted images (25 source images� 24 types
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of distortions � 5 levels of distortions). Source images are obtained from the

Kodak Lossless True Color Image Suite. The complete list of the 24 distor-

tions is included next, where the distortions marked in bold produce changes

in color [26] 1) additive Gaussian noise, 2)additive noise in color com-290

ponents , 3) spatially correlated noise , 4) masked noise, 5) high frequency

noise, 6) impulse noise , 7) quantization noise , 8) Gaussian blur, 9) image

denoising, 10)JPEG compression , 11) JPEG2000 compression, 12) JPEG

transmission errors, 13) JPEG2000 transmission errors, 14) noneccentricity

pattern noise, 15) local block-wise distortions of di�erent intensity, 16) mean295

shift (intensity shift) , 17) contrast change , 18) change of color satura-

tion , 19) multiplicative Gaussian noise, 20) comfort noise, 21) lossy compression

of noisy images, 22)image color quantization with dither , 23) chromatic

aberrations , 24) sparse sampling and reconstruction.

For our experiments, the following distortion types were selected from the300

TID2013: quantization noise, mean shift (intensity shift), and change of color

saturation. We selected this subset of distortions because they encompass the

most important color related distortions in current imaging technologies for

natural scene color images. For instance, quantization noise is closely related to

color quantization. Intensity shift and change in color saturation are well-known305

distortions produced by color matching algorithms, color mapping algorithms

and multiview imaging systems [76, 77, 1]. The remaining 21 distortions were

not used in this work not even those a�ecting color because they incorporate

also spatial distortions which typically impact the quality of the image much

more strongly than color alteration. Therefore, the human scores would be310

then more likely predominantly inuenced by the spatial distortions a nd not

the color ones. For instance, we do not use chromatic aberrationsand color

quantization with dither because even though they have a large inuence on

color noise, they also produce strong artifacts of spatial naturesuch as blurring,

false edges and/or rainbow edges which impact the \spatial" quality of the image315

much more strongly than its color alteration. Also, we have shown in previous

research that contrast changes are better modeled by using theratio of intensity
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Figure 5: Performance of the considered 25 CD measures (24 ex isting and the proposed CD18)

appraised on the test data of TID2013 database. Performance is given in terms of the PCC,

the SROCC and CCD between a given CD measure and the correspon ding subjective scores.

Error bars are con�dence intervals for the PCC values.

values [78, 79, 80]. Therefore, our test data is composed of 25 source images

and their corresponding 375 distorted images (25 source images� 3 types of

distortions � 5 levels of distortions); thus a total of 400 test images.320

The MOS values from TID2013 were collected using a methodology known

in psychophysics as two alternative forced choice (2AFC) match tosample [26].

In 2AFC three images are displayed (the reference and two distorted images)

and an observer selects one of the two distorted images which theyjudge as

more similar to the reference. That is, human observers are askedto select325

among two images the image that perceptually di�ers less from a reference [81].

Thus, the evaluation is made in terms of the presented current stimuli. Since

the 2AFC was made within the selected subset of the TID2013, the MOS scores

designated to that subset are a measure of the color di�erence with respect to

the reference image perceived by the observers. Therefore, TID2013 allows the330

individual analysis of certain distortion type or subset of distortion types [26].
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4.3. Overall performance of the tested CD measures

Figure 5 shows the PCC, the SROCC and the CCD appraised on the test data

of TID2013 database. The best performing CD measures from thestate-of-

the-art are CD14 (Circular processing CD), CD15 (OSA-UCS), CD16 (Spatial-

OSA-UCS), CD21 (VSI) and CD24 (CIEDE76) displaying a strong correlation.

However, note that the proposed image CD measure (CD18) outperforms those

CD image measures. Table 2 shows the percentage increase of the proposed

method compared with the other state-of-the-art measures based on the cor-

relation coe�cients shown in Figure 5 after applying the Fisher's z tra nsform.

The Fisher's z transform is de�ned as

z0 = 0 :5 log
�

1 + r
1 � r

�
;

where r is the correlation coe�cient. The percentage increase shows thatthe

proposed methodology outperforms all other 24 image CD measures tested in

this work.335

The worst performance across the three color distortion types isachieved

by CD08 (Image appearance metric), CD11 (Adaptive image di�erence), CD04

(Colour image �delity metric) displaying a weak correlation. The poor p erfor-

mance of CD08 may be due to the fact that the measure focuses oncomplex

spatial interactions such as perception of contrast, graininess,and sharpness340

while in fact it should focus on homogeneous textured areas [82]. Although

CD11 is an adaptive technique, the CD measure is computed using theRGB

color space which is well-known to disagree with human perception of color.

CD04 performs better but still the correlation is weak compared with the other

tested methods.345

We also explore the performance of the tested CD measures on theindividual

distortion types to assess the strengths and weaknesses of thetested measures.

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the PCC, SROCC and CCD appraised on TID2013

database per individual color distortion type, color saturation, mean shift and

quantization noise, respectively. In the quantization noise the best performing350

are CD20 (colorPSNRHMA), CD24 (CIEDE76) and CD05 (Chroma spread and
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Table 2: Percentage increase of the performance appraised o n TID2013 of the proposed color

di�erence measure (CD18) compared with the state-of-the-a rt methods.

Percentage increase

Measure ID PCC SROCC CCD

CD00 52 72 67

CD01 48 69 64

CD02 84 41 48

CD03 59 53 56

CD04 47 68 70

CD05 69 38 48

CD06 87 153 107

CD07 42 50 47

CD08 592 470 438

CD09 34 51 49

CD10 80 27 51

CD11 633 411 478

Percentage increase

Measure ID PCC SROCC CCD

CD12 98 66 77

CD13 33 58 47

CD14 13 9 10

CD15 19 26 24

CD16 25 33 31

CD17 52 72 67

CD19 177 174 176

CD20 96 89 78

CD21 92 10 42

CD22 138 490 144

CD23 249 209 227

CD24 30 51 49

extreme) followed by CD09 (Just noticeable CD measure) and the proposed

methodology CD18 (Figure 8). The proposed methodology shows tobe the best

performing in the color saturation subset with a strong correlation (correlation

between the proposed CD measure and the subjective scores higher than 0.8),355

see Figure 6. Also, CD18 is one of the best performing methods together with

CD13 (Color image di�erence) and CD24 (CIEDE76) in the mean shift subset

(Figure 7).

Figure 9 shows the scatter plots of the proposed color image di�erence mea-

sure (CD18) and the subjective scores of the test data of TID2013 database.360

Note that the humans consider overall more annoying the color artifact pro-

duced by quantization noise (lower MOS) than the change of color saturation

but they �nd overall the color saturation more annoying than mean shift dis-

tortion. This is also displayed by our proposed color di�erence measure (see

Figure 9).365
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Figure 6: Performance of the considered CD measures apprais ed on TID2013 color saturation

subset. Performance is given in terms of the PCC, the SROCC an d CCD between a given CD

measure and the corresponding subjective scores. Error bar s are con�dence intervals for the

PCC values.

4.4. Discussion

Note that the good performance of CD05 (Chroma spread and extreme) in the

quantization noise subset is partially due to the fact that CD05 compares the

color distribution on the YCbCr color space (unlike any other of the considered

state-of-the-art methods) and TID2013 quantization noise wasprocessed on the370

same color space. This suggests that color quantization noise can be evaluated

by comparing the color distribution of the images when the comparison is made

on the same operational color space where the distorted image wasprocessed.

Indeed, since color quantization modi�es considerably the distribution of the

color histogram in the given color space, a comparison of the distribution in375

the same space comes forward as an appropriate tool for this type of task.

However, CD05 performs poorly in the rest of the test data because the other

color related distortions (mean shift and change in color saturation) do not

have a considerably impact in the color histogram of the images makingCD05

measure ine�ective for this type of distortions.380

Also note that there are no signi�cant di�erences between CD00 (CIEDE2000),

CD01 (Spatial-CIELAB) and CD17 (Spatial colour metric), i.e., there is a neg-
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Figure 7: Performance of the considered CD measures apprais ed on TID2013 mean shift

subset. Performance is given in terms of the PCC, the SROCC an d CCD between a given CD

measure and the corresponding subjective scores. Error bar s are con�dence intervals for the

PCC values.

ligible improvement in terms of PCC, SROCC and CCD with subjective scores

when a spatial �ltering simulating blur property of human eyes is applied be-

fore computation of pixel wise di�erences (cf. the spatial processing described385

by [38]). We attribute this behavior to the fact that CDs are perceived easier

in large homogeneous areas where there is no contrast masking whileCDs in

small textured areas with color uctuations are more di�cult to per ceive than in

large homogeneous areas. Therefore, the spatial processing (band-pass �ltering

simulating blur property of human eyes as proposed by [38]) displaysnegligible390

improvement in our experiments in terms of PCC, SROCC and CCD because

the CD formulas are still applied pixel-wise instead of computing regionbased

di�erences which is more appropriate due to the fact that humans perceive CDs

easily in homogeneous textured areas. This is also con�rmed by the results

shown in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 where the proposed methodology (CD18) shows395

to be the best performing over all subsets of data.

The results show that overall, among all three considered sourcesof image

color distortion, the best performing CD is the proposed methodology CD18

displaying a strong correlation with subjective scores in all test data. CD15
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Figure 8: Performance of the considered CD measures apprais ed on TID2013 quantization

noise subset. Performance is given in terms of the PCC, the SR OCC and CCD between a

given CD measure and the corresponding subjective scores. E rror bars are con�dence intervals

for the PCC values.

(OSA-UCS), CD16 (Spatial-OSA-UCS), CD02 (Mahalanobis distance), CD03400

(Colorfulness), CD04 (Colour image �delity metric), CD05 (Chroma spread and

extreme), CD06 (Histogram intersection), CD09 (Just noticeableCD measure)

and CD10 (Chrominance component CD) display a moderate correlation with

subjective scores. The worst performing methods are CD11 (Adaptive image

di�erence) and CD08 (Image appearance metric) displaying a weak correlation405

with subjective scores in all test data.

Revising individual color distortions, the previous experiments and results

reveal that CD00 (CIEDE2000), CD01 (Spatial-CIELAB), CD05 (C hroma spread

and extreme), CD09 (Just noticeable CD measure), CD17 (Spatialcolour met-

ric), CD18 (proposed measure), CD20 (colorPSNRHMA) and CD24 (CIEDE76)410

are the best candidates to be used in color quantization applicationsdisplay-

ing a strong correlation with subjective scores in the color quantization subset.

Also, the results show that the best candidates to assess images a�ected by in-

tensity shift are CD18 (proposed method), CD13 (Color image di�erence) and

CD24 (CIEDE76) showing a strong correlation with subjective scores in the415

mean shift subset. Additionally, the following CD measures are the best candi-
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Figure 9: Scatter plots of the proposed color image di�erenc e measure (CD18) and the sub-

jective scores of the test data of TID2013 database.

dates for assessing CDs on images a�ected by change of color saturation: CD00

(CIEDE2000), CD01 (Spatial-CIELAB), CD15 (OSA-UCS), CD14 (C ircular

processing CD), CD17 (Spatial colour metric), CD18 (proposed method) and

CD21 (VSI) displaying a strong correlation with subjective scores (SROCC).420

5. Conclusions

This work has reviewed and evaluated CD measures in the natural scene color

images. We tested twenty four state-of-the-art CD measures on selected data

from one public database. To stimulate further experimentation, we made all

the tested methods freely available as a plugin on the iFAS [22] software tool. We425

selected our test image data such that the following applications areincluded:

color correction, color quantization, color mapping, color image similarity and

retrieval. The images in these applications are typically a�ected by CDs due to

quantization noise, intensity shift, contrast change, change in color saturation

and change in color balance. Moreover, we have proposed a novel methodology430

for computing color di�erences in natural scene color images basedon the �nd-

ings of the state-of-the-art review; the proposed method is named wCD (CD18).
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Our experiments show that CD24 (CIEDE76), CD13 (Color image di�er-

ence) and CD18 (proposed method) achieve a strong correlation with subjective

scores in the mean shift subset. In the quantization noise the bestperforming435

are the CD20 (colorPSNRHMA), CD24 (CIEDE76), CD05 (Chroma spread and

extreme) followed by CD09 (Just noticeable CD measure) and the proposed

methodology CD18 displaying a strong correlation with subjective scores. The

following CD measures are the best candidates for assessing CDs onimages

a�ected by change of color saturation: CD00 (CIEDE2000), CD01 (Spatial-440

CIELAB), CD15 (OSA-UCS), CD14 (Circular processing CD), CD17 (Spatial

colour metric) and CD18 (proposed method) showing a strong correlation with

subjective scores. Overall, the proposed methodology CD18 (wCD) is clearly

the best performing CD measure tested in this work.

Additionally, we found that relying on descriptive statistics from pixe l-wise445

di�erences is unreliable for computing color di�erences typically reported by

human observers. The results suggest that there are no signi�cant di�erences in

terms of correlation with subjective scores between CD00 (CIEDE2000), CD01

(Spatial-CIELAB) and CD17 (Spatial colour metric). That is, there is a negli-

gible improvement in terms of correlation with subjective scores when a spatial450

�ltering simulating blur property of human eyes is applied before computation

of pixel wise di�erences. Additionally, considering the fact that humans more

easily perceive CD in at areas than in complex structures, it is more desirable

to measure CDs in homogeneous patches (based on image segmentation) and

then combine them into an overall CD as the proposed methodology.This is455

con�rmed as well by the performance achieved by the proposed methodology

which is based on computation of local di�erences in homogeneous textured

patches.

Future work should further extend the scope of evaluation by including ad-

ditional publicly available image databases as well as other color related types460

of distortion (e.g. gamut mapping) with the purpose of validating the results

and generalizing the �ndings of our work. Also, since there is a considerable in-

crease of computer-generated image content [83], the evaluationof the proposed
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methodology in computer-generated images is proposed as futurework.
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